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Abstract:

Deep learning and deep belief networks (DBNs) are one of the most used topics in machine learning and pattern recognition area in recent years. DBNs consist of stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) structure. RBM is energy based stochastic neural networks. DBNs have many hidden layers and it is optimized after fine-tuning process with Autoencoder (AE) architecture. AE transforms input space to new space. Edge detection is also one of the important issues in machine vision. It is generally done with gradient or Laplacian methods. Some of classical techniques, used in the literature, are canny, differential, sobel, prewitt, roberts or fuzzy logic methods. In this paper, we propose deep learning based edge detection method. Some hidden features is discovered with suitable DBNs architecture. In order to evaluate the performance of presented method we use handwritten character images from MNIST data set. Experimental results show that our approach improves the performance of edge detection process.
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1. Introduction

We give brief information about deep learning (deep belief networks) and edge detection in this section. Deep learning is one of the most popular method in machine learning research [1-8]. Y. Bengio, G. Hinton, M. Ranzato, R. Salakhutdinov and their colleagues started to present next generation of neural networks as a deep learning concept [1, 2, and 5]. The disadvantages of error back propagation has been achieved via defining the deep belief networks.

1.1. Deep Learning and Deep Belief Networks

Deep learning is an emerging member of machine learning family, it has became popular recently. It is used in learning and training of large and complex probabilistic models very effectively. Especially in deep neural networks it gives impressive results according to conventional approaches [1-8]. Deep neural networks consist of a large number of nonlinear layers of processing units and it uses layer-wise unsupervised pre-training during learning of probabilistic model for the data. The layers has a hierarchical structure from low-level to high-level features. Deep neural networks, convolutional deep neural networks, and deep belief networks are some various architecture of deep learning, all these have been applied different areas such as automatic speech recognition, natural language processing, audio recognition and computer vision. A deep neural network generally includes stacked multiple Restricted
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Boltzmann Machines (RBM). RBMs are connected to each other. A hidden layer of a RBM is a visible layer of another RBM. Layer-wise pre-training of a RBM makes easier to find more accurate model for the data. Many studies proved that multi-stage learning structures give better results versus conventional learning algorithms. It is very important to have a useful method to train RBM, but training a RBM is really difficult. Learning parameters must be suited specific data sets and RBMs carefully if not learning algorithms can easily fail to model data distribution correctly. Decreasing likelihood during learning indicates this problem. This failures decrease using rate of RBMs in more sophisticated machine learning tasks. Fig. 1 shows input and hidden layers of network.

![Figure 1. Layers of the deep network structure](image)

1.2. Edge Detection

A set of processes which aim at identifying points in an image at which the image brightness changes more formally or sharply is called edge detection. Edges are the points at which brightness changes and they usually provide enough information for a human to understand the content of an image. It is a vector variable (magnitude of the gradient, direction of an edge). Edge information in an image is found by looking at the relationship a pixel has with its neighborhoods. The goal of detecting sharp changes in a digital image brightness is to capture important events. Some operators return orientation information. Others return only information about the an edge at each point whether it is exist at that point or not. Edge detection methods can be classified as this order: Sobel operator look for edges vertically and horizontally directions, the operator uses two 3×3 kernels which are convolved with the original image to calculate approximations of the derivatives for horizontal and vertical changes. Canny edge operator use Gaussian filter and finalize the detection of edges by suppressing all the other edges that are weak and not connected to strong edges. Prewitt edge operator, calculates an approximate value of the gradient of function. Vertical changes and horizontal changes kernels are used for this operator. Roberts edge operator uses discrete differentiation to approximate the gradient of an image. It is done by calculating sum of the squares of the differences between cross (diagonal) pixels.
2. Experimental Studies

Deep belief network structure is constructed in order to get the reconstructed images. Autoencoder is used for this process and we choose MNIST character data set for the experiments. In [8], reconstruction of handwritten digit images obtained with deep belief networks and we use these digit in our experiments. The size of these images are 14x14. Each model have 7 hidden layers and 6000 images has been used for training and 1000 images for testing part. The total number of epochs is 230 for the training phase [8].

![Original images from MNIST character data set](image1)

![Prewitt, Sobel and Roberts edge detection of MNIST character data set](image2)

The edge detection performance of the deep belief networks (output) can be seen from Fig. 2. Additionally, different types of deep structures tested in this process. These types are stacked autoencoder with RBM, traditional autoencoder with RBM and stacked autoencoder without RBM. It can be easily seen from the figure, the sobel edge operator has better performance than the others for deep belief network. Definition and calculation of performance metrics will be published in the future studies. Differences between network types also can be investigated.
3. Conclusions

We use deep belief networks output for edge detection process. This task has been never studied in the literature for this aim. Firstly, we get the reconstructed images output. Details about network are given in the experimental studies section. After that these images are used with prewitt, sobel and roberts edge detection algorithms. Original images are also used with these edge detectors in order to make comparison. So, the edge detection performance of original images and deep belief network output images is studied in this article.
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